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S C HOOL ' S

YOUNG KIDS
Peppa Pig - lots and lots of Peppa on
BBC IPlayer/ Amazon Prime
UP - A wonderful story of an old man
who just wants to stay in the house he
lived in with his wife. Pixar delight. SKY
CINEMA/ NOW TV
THE MUPPETS - Yes please on NOW
TV/SKY CINEMA
PETS - SKY CINEMA/NOW TV
HAPPY FEET/ PADDINGTON - Amazon
PRIME
BABE - SKY CINEMA

OUT

S P E C I A L

-

S T R E A ML I S T

VIRTUAL
TRAVEL
When you wan to leave but can't a
documentary is the next best thing!!
THE BLUE PLANET/ PLANET EARTH/
FROZEN PLANET - Yes you're
homebound but you can travel watching
these BBC documentaries. IPLAYER
From Russia to Iran: Country Wild
Frontiers - Channel 4/ 40D

VIRTUAL BABYSIT
For when you need a break to breathe, plonk the darlings in front of
these crowd pleasers:
AAVENGERS-Blah Blah number in the series, action etc rated 12 on
SKY CINEMA NOW TV
MARY POPPINS & THE SEQUEL - I found the sequel dull I turned off in
10 mins. Anyway the original is on NETFLIX and the sequel with Emily
Blung on Sky Cinema/ NOW TV
DUMBO / ALADDIN/ LION KING/ JUNGLE BOOK - These are the
recent live action versions of the classics all available on SKY CINEMA/
NOW TV
STARDUST - Robert De Niro playing a cross dressing pirate, lots of
magic, crowd please - SKY CINEMA/ NOW TV
ET - Please phone home - SKY CINEMA /NOW TV
MALEFICIENT/ TROLLS - SKY CINEMA / NOW TV

www. l i q u i d ma r ma l a d e . c o m

READ THE
BOOK & THEN
WATCH
Fantastic Beast and where to find them
- NOW TV
His Dark Materials - Box set available
on IPLAYER
The Gruffalo and Gruffalo Child IPLAYER
THE BFG - The classic and there's two
versions available. IPLAYER AND
NETFLIX
THE HATE YOU GIVE - Young Adult
book about a black girl who is torn
between her working class
neighbourhood and the posh private
school she goes to. NOW TV
GOOSEBUMPS 1&2 - There are lots of
these books in the series and then two
films for viewing pleasure on NETFLIX.

12

12 - 15 YEAR OLDS

15 - 18 YEAR OLDS

HISTORY LESSON
WAR AND PEACE - Well they've got time
to read it now innit, as part of history
lesson home school and two versions to
watch. One is on Sky Arts via NOW TV
and the other on BBC IPlayer.
SUFFRAGETTE - Those rights they have
people died for so this is a timely
reminder. All star film of the struggle for
suffrage - 40D
COMPASSION
THE BLIND SIDE - Oscar winning with
Sandra Bullock, telling the true story of
Michael Oher who was a homeless teen,
and through the kindness of strangers
becomes NFL star with a lot of hard
work! Sky Cinema /NOW TV

NOUGHTS & CROSSES - Make them read
the books first and then watch the tv
series. This should spark some
interesting debates are privilege and
race. BBC IPLAYER
FOR SAMA - 5 years of life in the Syrian
civil war and how civilians cope with the
everyday uncertainty. 4OD
20 FEET FROM STARDOM - Ok we may
be relieved there's no more realtiy shows
but if yours want to be on X Factor etc.
This documentary shows what it takes to
be a true star. Oscar winning and
thought provoking. NETFLIX

UNI KIDS/ LET'S HAVE THAT CHAT
All of the following are to provoke conversation, gain a better insight into that
teenage brain:
MY LEFT NUT - Humorous yet considered comedy about testicular cancer in an
adolescent. BBC 3/ IPlayer
ABUSED BY MY GIRLFRIEND- possibly for post 18 year olds but important topic of
conversation, domestic abuse is not just carried out by men. BBC IPlayer
Paranormal Activity - how better to bond than by watching a scary movie. I don't
do horrors. BBC IPlayer
THREE IDENTICAL STRANGERS - Stranger than fiction how triplets were
separated at birth and how they became reunited with devastating consequences.
40D/ Netflix
REQUIEM FOR A DREAM - I have yet to see a more disturbing and shocking film
than this about the effects of drugs. Once seen, never forgotten especially that
final scene. All start cast and a must watch with your little darlings to remind
them that drugs are whack! Amazon Prime
AN IDIOT ABROAD - 3 Series and my goodness, all those foolish things you ever
thought about doing in your youth, Karl Pilkington does on your behalf. It might
not stop them doing it but at least you can have amusing discussions. NOW TV/
Netflix
`
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